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COMMENTARY
Does the ADA Require Drink Dispensers to Talk?
In April 2015, Mary West and Patricia Diamond visited

equal enjoyment of the goods, services, facilities, priv-

a Moe’s Restaurant, where they attempted to use a

ileges, advantages, or accommodations of any place

“Freestyle” drink dispenser, which allows customers

of public accommodation. . . .” 1 The Act contains both

to select from over 100 different beverages using a

“general prohibitions” and “specific prohibitions,” that

touch-screen interface. Both women are blind, and

guide the interpretation of the Act’s antidiscrimination

neither could use the dispenser’s touch screen. They

rule. “General prohibitions” are principles of nondis-

asked for assistance from restaurant employees, but

crimination applicable to all entities subject to Title

were ultimately assisted by another customer instead.

III. 2 “Specific prohibitions” apply Title III’s prohibitions

Eleven days later, they filed a class action lawsuit in

to particular situations, and control over the general

the Southern District of New York against the franchi-

prohibitions in circumstances where both specific and

see that owned the restaurant, claiming that it violated

general apply.3

the Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA,” “the Act”)
by using machines that lacked “adaptive features,”

The auxiliary aid standard is a specific prohibition that

such as a screen reader with audio descriptions and

requires covered public accommodations to “take those

tactilely discernible control buttons that enable blind

steps that may be necessary to ensure that no individual

customers to use the dispensers independently.

with a disability is excluded, denied services, segregated
or otherwise treated differently than other individuals

In December 2015, siding with the restaurant, Judge

because of the absence of auxiliary aids and services,”

William Pauley III dismissed the action. Understanding

unless providing that accommodation would “fundamen-

his reasons — and why his decision is important —

tally alter the nature of the good, service, facility, privi-

requires a short review of the “auxiliary aids” standard

lege, advantage, or accommodation being offered, or

of the ADA.

would result in an undue burden.”4 “Auxiliary aids and services” include things like qualified interpreters, qualified

The Auxiliary Aids Standard

readers, taped texts, modifying equipment or devices,
and other similar services or actions.5

Title III of the ADA generally prohibits retailers and
other public accommodations from discriminating

The obligation to provide auxiliary aids is grounded in

against individuals with disabilities “in the full and

the general obligation of public accommodations to
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“effectively communicate” with disabled customers, clients,

also concluded that he could not infer from a single visit that

companions.6

the franchisee had failed to appropriately train its employ-

patients, and participants, as well as with their

ees to assist customers with disabilities.12

According to Department of Justice (“DOJ”) regulations, “[i]
n order to be effective, auxiliary aids and services must be
provided in accessible formats, in a timely manner, and in
such a way as to protect the privacy and independence of

Practical Implications for Businesses

the individual with a disability.”7

West is an interesting case for a number of related reasons.
First, the case illustrates the tension between the evolution
and availability of advanced technology and the statutory

West v. Moe’s Franchisor LLC

obligation to provide an accommodation. Twenty-five years

In West v. Moe’s Franchisor LLC, Judge Pauley rejected the

ago, Congress acknowledged that “technological advances

idea that the specific accommodation demanded by the

can be expected to further enhance options for making

case. 8

meaningful and effective opportunities available to individu-

He recognized that, although Title III requires “full and equal

als with disabilities,” and that “[s]uch advances may require

enjoyment of the goods, services, facilities, privileges, advan-

public accommodations to provide auxiliary aids and ser-

tages, or accommodations of any place of public accom-

vices in the future which today would not be required because

modation,” the auxiliary aids standard is “flexible” and “[t]he

they would be held to impose undue burdens on such enti-

type of auxiliary aid or service necessary to ensure effective

ties.” 13 Courts seize on this and similar ADA legislative history

communication will vary in accordance with the method of

to observe that “[a]s new devices become available, public

communication used by the individual; the nature, length, and

accommodations must consider using or adapting them to

complexity of the communication involved; and the context in

help disabled guests have an experience more akin to that of

plaintiffs was required by the ADA, dismissing their

which the communication is taking

place.” 9

nondisabled guests.” 14

He further explained that, while public accommodations

But West confirms that the auxiliary aids standard does not

“should” consult with disabled individuals to determine what

require public accommodations to adopt the most advanced

auxiliary aid is needed, “the ultimate decision respecting

technology, merely because it becomes available. Instead,

what measures to take rests with the public accommodation,

the focus of the auxiliary aids standard is on “effective com-

as long as it results in effective communication.” For example,

munication”. This is consistent with DOJ’s regulatory guidance

he noted that “a restaurant would not be required to provide

interpreting Title III, which acknowledges that the “use of the

menus in Braille for patrons who are blind, if the waiters in the

most advanced technology is not required,” and that public

restaurant are made available to read the

menu.” 10

accommodations have the right to “choose among various
alternatives,” so long as the result is effective communication.15

Ultimately, Judge Pauley held that the plaintiffs failed to state
a claim for violation of Title III because disabled patrons

Second, West clarifies the relationship between indepen-

could seek assistance from Moe’s employees in using the

dent use and third-party assistance. As noted above, DOJ’s

Freestyle dispensers. He explained that the auxiliary aids

regulations urge that auxiliary aids and services should,

standard permits restaurants “to use qualified readers to

among other things, protect “the privacy and independence

assist visually-impaired patrons with menu selections,”

of the individual with a disability.” 16 Taken literally, this reg-

and that “[n]othing in the ADA or its implementing regula-

ulation could suggest that an auxiliary aid is not effective

tions supports Plaintiffs’ argument that Moe’s must alter its

unless it empowers individuals with disabilities to use and

Freestyle machines in a way that allows blind individuals

enjoy a public accommodation’s goods and services inde-

assistance.” 11

He acknowl-

pendently—that is, without the assistance of others. The

edged that, while technological additions to the Freestyle

plaintiffs in West urged Judge Pauley to require such inde-

machines might be both feasible and preferable, the law

pendence, pointing to regulations requiring it for automated

did not require the restaurant to acquire those additions. He

teller machines.17 But preservation of independence should

to retrieve beverages without
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not, as a definitional matter, be the sine qua non of an effec-

promulgates enforceable regulations adopting WCAG 2.0

tive auxiliary aid. As Judge Pauley recognized, Title III and

as the standard for website accessibility, West’s holding

DOJ’s regulations expressly recognize that third-party assis-

and rationale suggest that a website’s failure to comply with

tance, through qualified readers and interpreters, can qualify

WCAG 2.0 by itself is not a violation of Title III if (assuming

as effective auxiliary aids, depending on the circumstances,

accessibility is required) another accommodation or auxiliary

especially when privacy concerns are absent (as they were in

aid is available. 24

merely obtaining one’s preferred cola product).
Although Judge Pauley expressed serious misgivings that the
Finally, West almost certainly has ramifications that reach

Amended Complaint could be rehabilitated, he gave the plain-

far beyond drink dispensers in brick and mortar restaurants.

tiffs 45 days to re-plead. That deadline has passed, and the

In recent months, businesses and other public accom-

plaintiffs have neither taken him up on that invitation nor filed a

modations that maintain a presence on the internet have

Notice of Appeal. Although the Second Circuit will apparently

been barraged by demand letters and lawsuits in which the

not have the opportunity to weigh in, Judge Pauley’s opinion

plaintiffs/claimants argue that websites are inaccessible to

provides helpful guidance regarding the nature and extent of

individuals who are blind or who have vision impairments

Title III’s auxiliary aid standard at a dynamic time in the devel-

because they fail to comply with certain accessibility guide-

opment of adaptive technologies and accessibility standards.

lines published by the World Wide Web Consortium, commonly referred to as the “WCAG 2.0.” 18
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And because WCAG 2.0 is comprised of pri-
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